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Chapter One 

Have you ever heard of the saying, “two heads are better 

than one?” 

One night, not so long ago, a two headed monster was near 

a river. Gazing into the crystal clear water, he baulked at 
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his reflection that was lit up by the moon, as his second 

head kept on burping. ”Would you stop that?” the monster 

said, “You're being indecent! I wish I could get rid of you!” 

The head abruptly stopped and screwed its face up into a 

ball, then used its leg and jumped in the river, bringing 

both heads into the water.The heads did not like each 

other. 
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Chapter Two 
 

 
 

Stomping away, dripping with water, the two headed 

monster saw a poster gliding through the whistling wind 

into a murky swamp. The monster ran into the swamp with 

the cold, wet mud sticking to his fur as the aroma of dirty 

water engulfed his face. He lunged, hands open and he 

caught the paper.  
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On it was the address for a wizard who could heal all 

illnesses. He looked around and saw a hut with a queue, one 

person with skin dry as a dessert came out smooth as 

marble. The two headed monster thought he could ask the 

wizard to help him remove his second head. He rushed to 

join the queue as he waited and waited while his second 

head nibbled on someone's hair.  
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Chapter Three 

 

Eventually, it was his turn to see the wizard, “Can you get 

rid of my second head?” he cried as he rushed in, then he 

looked at the wizard who himself had… two heads!  
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“I do have one thing, but I don't know if it works all that 

well…” said the wizard, handing a potion to the monster, 

who nervously put his mouth on the bottle and drank it.  

He got a feeling like a porcupine was in his mouth and spat 

it out on the wizard who felt his damp face.  

Suddenly, the wizard started to glow and his second head 

disappeared. “I'm finally free!” the wizard exclaimed, 

running out of the door. “Wait, is there any more?” 

shouted the monster; the wizard did not respond. 

”I'm hungry! ”the second head spat. 
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Chapter Four 

 

 

 

 

Later on, in the village, the two headed monster had a 

dirty rag over him to hide himself because if the villagers 

found out there would be a vicious mob after them. He 

scrambled along, trying to keep himself hidden when he 

finally reached a ship. 
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As he walked on it,”Oi’ kipper throw me that hat!” a pirate 

called out, and the monster shuffled to the hat and put it 

on. 

”Cheers!” the pirate said, as the two headed monster held 

the second head's mouth.  

As he went inside the bottom deck there were beds. He 

wiggled under one bed and kept himself hidden under the 

bed and waited. As he heard the yell of a man, he rushed 

out and what stood before him was the monster of the sea 

- the hydra. As the vicious head of the hydra roared and

swung his tail at the boat, cutting it in two. The side 
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drifted off, crashing into a rock which the two headed 

monster scaled, as he yelled for the attention of the 

beast. 

”Can you help me get rid of my second head?” he cried. As 

the heads of the hydra looked insulted, he spun, sending a 

wave reaching out; it engulfed him, taking him away as he 

was pushed to a rock. He struggled to keep his eyes open 

and eventually drifted away. 

He woke up startled, covered with sand which he shook 

off. In the distance was a jungle with a temple. On 

entering, he felt a damp aura coming from the mossy walls. 
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Then he came across some stones with a fox, an eagle and 

a fish engraved. Suddenly, an eerie presence fell on him, 

crushing him and taking away his breath as three green 

figures rose from the stones: a fish fox and eagle spirits. 

”We are the first relatives of the land creatures, the 

aquatic creatures and the sky creatures!” said the fox 

spirit, “Wait, what are you?” 

“I'm a monster! Help me get rid of my second head I beg 

you,” the monster spluttered, gasping for breath. 

“You are no creature -  off with you!” the fish ordered as 

the floor beneath him collapsed.  
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As the monster fell, he was blinded by the wind rushing 

past his eyes. 

When the monster woke up, he felt dazed. All around him 

were trees as thick as a trucks and as tall as a skyscraper.  

He walked around looking for a way out through the 

towering trees.  He stopped, sensing someone.  

As he looked behind him, he saw a knight with his sword at 

the ready, aiming for the monster’s back! 

He turned, making the knight step back as he asked him to 

cut off his annoying head. But then the second head bit 
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the knight’s sword and swung it away, pinning a spider to a 

tree. 

”Charge!” the knight yelled, feeling threatened. Suddenly a 

group of men on horseback rushed from nowhere and the 

monster ran without hesitation. Swiftly dodging the trees. 

Suddenly, he heard a whistling noise, and as he looked up a 

horde of arrows rained from the sky. He turned, shielding 

himself with the trees while soldiers bashed into him, until 

he reached a cliff. Looking into the distance, all he saw 

was trees as he was shoved off, falling. 
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Chapter Five 
 

 

 

 

Smacking into branches, he hit the floor as a golden dung 

beetle shot past him! He followed it as it led him deeper. 

Suddenly a stump was in front of him, and then as the 

dung beetle perched on the stump, a golden goblet 

appeared. ”What you seek is what you get” a holy voice 
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spoke, as the goblet was filled with a liquid as colourful as 

a rainbow. 

As he drank the rainbow juice, his body started to glow 

and his second head did as well. Then on his other shoulder 

another head appeared.  

He had three heads!  

Screaming, he ran and ran to the horizon.   
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One monster. 

One heart.  
Two heads.  
Join this unique monster as he ventures far to 
remove his second head.  
On his legendary quest, he encounters foes, 
enemies and rivals. 
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Multi Monster. 




